EDITORIAL

The Editorial Board of the Bayero Journal of Pure and Applied Sciences (BAJOPAS) of the Faculty of Science, Bayero University, Kano is pleased to release its sixteenth edition, Volume 9, Number 1, June, 2016 to the national and international scientific community. The Journal contains well researched and reviewed scientific works that are adequately peer reviewed.

The publications aim is always to satisfy the goal of ensuring rapid and wide dissemination of results of scientific researches that could finally trigger the advancement of human kind in all its ramifications. The Journal’s scope is wide in that it reported findings in the areas of pure and applied sciences, namely: Agricultural Sciences, Botany, Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer Science, Engineering, Environmental Sciences and Geography. Also, areas of Laboratory Science, Technology, Mathematical Sciences, Microbiology, Physics, Medical Sciences and Zoology form part of the contents of the Journal.

Scientists in the academia, research institutes and industries who actively participated in the propagation of their works through this classical international medium are therefore congratulated. To this end, it would be pertinent to thank our team of trusted and talented professionals who ensured the objective editing of the manuscripts sent to them, inspite of all their tight schedules. The effort of Bayero University, Kano and other donor agencies that ensured the success of BAJOPAS is fully acknowledged.

With this, I would like to seize this opportunity to emphasize for a quick and prompt review process and submitting back the manuscript(s) to the publishers on time. This would surely encourage the progress of the Journal as well as the contributing authors. To the Editorial Board members, thank you for the support and cooperation. Accept my warmest regards.

Professor M.D. Mukhtar,
Editor – in – Chief,
Bayero Journal of Pure and Applied Sciences (BAJOPAS),
Faculty of Science,
Bayero University, P.M.B. 3011, Kano, Nigeria
Email address: bajopas.pas@buk.edu.ng
Website: http://www.ajol.info/index.php/bajopas
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Aim/Scope
Bayero Journal of Pure and Applied Sciences (BAJOPAS) is an international journal that publishes original research and critical reviews in broad areas of Agricultural Sciences, Biological Sciences, Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer Science, Engineering, Environmental Sciences, Geography, Laboratory Science and Technology, Mathematical Sciences, Microbiology, Physics and Medical Sciences. BAJOPAS is an online (hard copy available also) biannual publication (June & December) with intent to publish more frequently in the future depending on availability of accepted manuscripts.

Submission
Articles for publication should be sent to the Editor – in – Chief, BAJOPAS, Faculty of Science, Bayero University, P.M.B. 3011, Kano or through the Journal email address: bajopas.pas@buk.edu.ng

Address
Postal: Faculty of Science, Bayero University, PMB 3011, Kano
Website: http://www.ajol.info/index.php/bajopas

Charges
Manuscripts submitted from Nigeria must be submitted along with a processing fee of N5,000.00, while articles submitted from other countries are not accompanied with processing charges. Articles not accompanied by the assessment fee will not be processed. Upon acceptance of a paper for publication, the corresponding author must submit the original paper (reviewed), corrected paper, CD version of the paper (CD-R) or through email and a publication fee of N10,000.00 (within Nigeria) or $150 (outside Nigeria).

Review Process
Articles for publication will be peer reviewed by a minimum of 2 reviewers to ensure accuracy. The Board’s decision on publishing a paper will be guided strictly by the reviewer's comments.

Copyright
Upon acceptance of a paper by the Journal, the author(s) have automatically transferred copyright of the paper to BAJOPAS. The transfer will ensure widest possible dissemination of information.

General Instructions
Authors are to submit three (3) copies of the manuscript. Submitted papers should contain results from original researches that are not being considered for publication elsewhere or previously published. Manuscripts submitted to the journal are peer reviewed to ensure high standard. Single author research papers are not accepted by BAJOPAS but critical reviews by single authors are accepted.

Manuscripts should be readable and computer typed on white A4 paper, portrait, double spaced throughout leaving 1” wide margin on both sides. Manuscripts should be written in English language and should not exceed 12 pages. Any additional page attracts extra charge. The programme should be MS Word format.

S.I. units and metric systems of measurement are acceptable and Latin words should be in italics.

Text: The text of the manuscript should appear in the following order. Title, authors name(s) and address (es), abstract, introduction, materials and methods, results, tables, figures, and plates, discussions, conclusion, recommendation(s), acknowledgement, references, (authors should please comply strictly to this format).

Title page: The title of the paper should unambiguously reflect the content and the main theme of the paper. The full names and addresses of authors (including names of institutions, country, email address and telephone numbers) should be stated. In the case of joint authorship or multiple authorship, the name and mailing address of the author to whom further correspondence would be referred should be indicated, otherwise, the name of the first author on the list is assumed to be the correspondence author, not corresponding author. Authors' names should start with surnames then initials of other names.
Introduction: This should contain mainly essential background information and important relevant references. The objectives of the work and its relevance or contribution must be clearly stated. The literature cited must be discussed to show the relationships between the published and the research study.

Materials and Methods: New methods and modifications of established ones should be described in detail to enable repetition by other workers. For the established and published methods, references should be made to the relevant publications.

Generally acceptable, scientific terms should be used. Discuss the factors, problems encountered and the solutions as they apply to your study. Due attention should be given to experimental design and statistical analysis of data where applicable.

Results: Table and figures should be kept to minimum. Type each table on a separate sheet of paper. Each table must be numbered in Arabic numerals and should contain brief title on top. Figures and plates should be of scanned reproducible quality.

Discussion: This section may be combined with results. Avoid repetition of methodology and results in your discussion. Discussion should indicate clearly the significance and implications of the results obtained. Relate your work to published studies. References should be cited, e.g. Sule (2008), Mukhtar and Deeni (2001), or Atiku et al. (1987) if there are more than two authors.

Note: Results and discussion could be presented together. In such case, each result should be presented immediately by discussion specific to the result and this should continue until all the results have been presented and discussed

Conclusion: Conclusion should be drawn from the aim(s) and objectives of the work. It should not carry too much detail of the results.

Recommendations: Should be optional and must be drawn from the study.

Author’s contributions: Contribution by each author must be stated clearly. Contributors must have actively participated in the conduct or supervision of the research. Proof reading or writing the manuscript does not confer one an authorship of a manuscript.

Conflict of interest: There should not be any conflict of interest among the authors in whatever form.

Acknowledgement: Optional and should acknowledge support and assistance rendered by individual(s) or organizations.
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